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QUESTION: 64
How is the IBM Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM) V7.1 administrative client installed?

A. It is an option during the client installation.
B. It is an option during the server installation.
C. It is installed by default with the TSM client.
D. It is installed by default with the TSM server.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 65
When performing a backup over a network device that has limited bandwidth, which
type of backup sends only changed portions of a file to the server during successive
backup operations?

A. image
B. incremental
C. adaptive subfile
D. memoryefficient

Answer: C
Reference:
http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/tsminfo/v7r1/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.ibm.itsm.clie
nt.doc%2Ft_bac_bandlimitwin.html

QUESTION: 66
In the Primary Storage Pool definition, autocopy=migrate is defined in FILEPOOL2
and TAPEPOOL. What are two consequences if the target (next) storage pool in a
hierarchy (FILEPOOL2) cannot contain the data being migrated, and it is necessary to
overflow to its next storage pool (TAPEPOOL)?

A. Simultaneous write is disabled.
B. TAPEPOOL inherits the copy pool list for FILEPOOL2.
C. The server uses the inheritance model to create the copies.
D. COPYPOOL2 is used because it is defined to TAPEPOOL.
E. COPYPOOLI1 and COPYPOOL2 is used because the definitions of FILEPOOL2
and TAPEPOOL are inherited.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 67
Which statement is true regarding a vStorage Backup Server?

A. It only supports backup to disk.
B. It supports only backup over LAN.
C. It can be a virtual or a physical machine.
D. It allows virtual machine full backups and incremental file level backups.

Answer: C
Reference:
http://www.posdata.it/documenti/Soluzioni/TSM_Virtual_Environment.pdf (page 3)

QUESTION: 68
Which two statements are true when performing virtual machine backups directly to
tape?

A. Single file restores need more time.
B. An additional disk pool is required for the VMware backups of user data.
C. TSM meta data (control data) must reside on a disk-based storage pool.
D. The environment is adjusted automatically for optimum tape performance.
E. The same functionality is available regardless of the type of storage pool used.

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 69
What are three valid alert states in the IBM Tivoli Storage Manager Operations Center?

A. info
B. active
C. critical
D. closed
E. inactive
F. warning

Answer: A, C, F

QUESTION: 70
Which three choices are determined by including the customer's networking staff in an
IBM Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM) V7.1 pre-implementation planning meeting?

A. Are nightly archives of specific files necessary?
B. Is SSL required for client-server communications?
C. Is the client option PRESCHEDULECMD necessary?
D. Is TSM for SAN an appropriate choice for deployment?

E. Is journal-based backup an appropriate choice for deployment?
F. Which TSM components need to be configured for communication through a
firewall?

Answer: B, D, F
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